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Rewriting the *Renouveau*
Dale Kinney

Abstract: The art and architecture of eleventh-century Rome are predominantly discussed within the framework of an ‘early Christian renewal’ (*renouveau paléochrétien*) closely tied to the Gregorian Reform. Articulated fifty years ago in accordance with the prevailing top-down model of history, the framework is incompatible with more recent historical approaches that emphasize agency from below. This essay argues for a more distributed model of agency in the making of eleventh-century art. A case study of Santa Maria in Trastevere, reformed in 1065, calls into question the model of a Reform art directed by cardinals. A comparison with cinematic *auteur* theory questions the concept of a Reformist ‘directed art’ from another perspective.

In one of the most influential contributions to the study of medieval Roman art of the past century, Hélène Toubert made the case that Roman wall paintings and mosaics of the later eleventh and twelfth centuries constituted a *renouveau paléochrétien* inspired by Montecassino and the institutional Reform associated with Pope Gregory VII (1073-1085).¹ Her argument was endorsed by Richard Krautheimer in his equally influential monograph of 1980, in a chapter titled ‘The New Rebirth of Rome.’² Krautheimer’s purview was broader than Toubert’s, encompassing architecture, marble ornament, and salvaged antiquities in addition to painting, and he posited a wider context, integrating the revival of early Christian forms and motifs into an overall revival of antiquity. According to Krautheimer, the revival arose from a ‘matrix’ of Petrine, Constantinian, and imperial traditions, ‘pregnant with political implications.’³ Krautheimer’s emphasis on politically charged *renovatio* was echoed by Peter Cornelius Claussen, who refined the approach by distinguishing three phases: a phase of repair and consolidation (*restauratio*) before 1100, heavily dependent on Montecassino; a wave of renewal (*renovatio*) under Pope Paschal II (1099-1118), which achieved the fullest material expression of the Gregorian Reform; and a triumphal phase (*renovatio triumphans*) after the conclusion of the Investiture Controversy in 1122, in which Constantinian and Petrine models were emulated to signal the quasi-imperial stature of the popes.⁴ Claussen argued that the turn to the past was fueled less by the fragments of Roman antiquity visible everywhere in the medieval city than by
an ideal image of ancient splendour. In the medieval imaginary, ancient Rome was an ‘aesthetic utopia’ marked by shiny, colourful surfaces of marble and gold.⁵

Among scholars of the mural arts, Toubert’s appeal to the Reform continues to be the guiding thread.⁶ Frescoes uncovered in the 1970s-1980s in the nave of Santa Maria Immacolata in Ceri, 30 km from Rome, have been consistently identified with the Reform by leading scholars, despite an argument that they could not have been painted until after 1160.⁷ Stefano Riccioni’s monograph on the apse mosaic of San Clemente confirmed Toubert’s line of interpretation, albeit with a new approach.⁸ His subsequent analysis of the mosaic in Santa Maria in Trastevere (1141-1143) found it to be ‘the apex of Gregorian art’.⁹ The volume of the corpus of medieval Roman painting covering the later eleventh and twelfth centuries, edited by Serena Romano, is called *Riforma e tradizione*. A conference at the University of Lausanne in 2004 resulted in the volume *Roma e la Riforma gregoriana*, also edited by Serena Romano, with articles mainly on wall painting but also on manuscript illumination, sculpture, liturgy, and even ‘A Gregorian Reform Theory of Art’.¹⁰ Like Claussen, Romano refined the correlation of Reform and *renouveau*, though in a different way. She associated the Reform with painting before the reign of Paschal II, especially the extraordinarily inventive and influential murals in the lower church of San Clemente, and the *renouveau* with painting and the revival of mosaic in the first half of the twelfth century.¹¹ She further distinguished two aspects of the *renouveau*: the ideological expression of the renewal of the Roman Church beginning with Paschal II, and a refined antiquarianism associated with Popes Callixtus II (1119-1124) and the family of Pietro Pierleone (Anacletus II, 1130-1138).¹²

Against the tide of this overwhelmingly positive reception, a few notable skeptics and dissenters have stood out. Carlo Bertelli (1982) challenged Toubert’s argument for the seminal
role of Montecassino, insisting that the eleventh-century ‘rinascita’ of Roman painting was ‘autochthonous’, even if ‘the younger school’ of Montecassino contributed ‘technical perfection’ and ‘formal elaboration’.\textsuperscript{13} Returning to the subject some years later, Bertelli (1994) termed the ‘San Clemente style’ a ‘rediscovery’ rather than a renewal, arguing that its practitioners found their greatest inspiration in the ornamental repertoire of late antique \textit{opus sectile} revetment.\textsuperscript{14} He described a ‘turn’ in the use of ancient models under Callixtus II, when Roman antiquity took on a political cast, and a ‘new orientation’ under Pope Innocent II (1130-1143), whose apse mosaic in Santa Maria in Trastevere, in his view, does not show the conservative retrospection of the Reformers.\textsuperscript{15} Francesco Gandolfo (1989) likewise questioned the role of Montecassino, as well as the attribution of ideological content to painters’ use of antique motifs. Though he allowed some Cassinese influence on wall painters’ iconography and figure types, Gandolfo maintained that the frames painted around the scenes, where the antique elements touted as evidence of a \textit{renouveau} are largely confined, are not expressions of a revival but the continuation of tendencies in Roman painting going back to the tenth century.\textsuperscript{16} Proposing a distinction between painters of ornament (\textit{quadraturisti}) and painters of scenes (\textit{figuristi}), he argued that the work of the former reflected contemporary taste rather than ideology.

Ursula Nilgen (2006) questioned Toubert’s model of authorship, according to which signal examples of the Reform/\textit{renouveau} – frescoes in the lower church of San Clemente and the apse mosaic of the upper church – were effectively the work of highly educated clerics who directed the artists who made them and, in the case of the frescoes, the lay donors who paid for them.\textsuperscript{17} She also observed that, depending on the date of the frescoes, they could just as well reflect the Reformist ideals of the anti-Gregorian party as those of the Gregorian cardinal to whom they were credited by Toubert. Valentino Pace (2007) took a stronger stance, arguing that
it must have been the donors of the San Clemente murals, Beno de Rapiza and his wife Maria Macellaria, who chose the subjects to be depicted, because the frescoes were their personal ex voto.\textsuperscript{18} Pace concurred with Gandolfo that in Rome, artistic antiquarianism was a ‘workshop practice’ not to be confused with the programmatic expression of clerical beliefs.\textsuperscript{19} On a different plane, Xavier Barral i Altet (2010) objected to the tendency to extend Toubert’s notion of a Reform-inspired \textit{renouveau paléochrétien} to the whole of Europe. Noting that the scope and import of the Reform are still being debated by historians, he cautioned against conflating it, as Toubert implicitly did, with the historiographic conceit of the ‘renaissance of the twelfth century’, which was coined with regard to literature.\textsuperscript{20} He advocated a collective ‘pause for reflection’.\textsuperscript{21}

Whether or not one agrees with her critics, it must be admitted that the historical framework of Toubert’s argument is obsolete. Like Krautheimer and other scholars of her era, she held a top-down model of history in which events and changes are driven by political and intellectual leaders. In the case of the ‘Gregorian’ Reform, the model assumes the causal role of ‘Great Popes,’ in the words of Maureen Miller, who effected change through personal charisma, obscuring the ‘practical, ground-level methods of organizing collective action, extracting and mobilizing resources, communicating ideas, and exerting pressure’ that today’s historians find more productive of historical explanation.\textsuperscript{22} Similarly, Chris Wickham observed that the history of Rome has been dominated by a ‘papal grand narrative’ that casts the city and its inhabitants as ‘simply an Other’: at best witnesses, and often obstacles, to the self-realization of the papacy, which is the story.\textsuperscript{23} Wickham’s own recent history, focused not on the popes but on ‘the society of the city, and the overarching economic structures that made it work’, produces an interpretive context quite unlike the one assumed by Toubert.\textsuperscript{24} His Rome is populated by citizens of diverse
socio-economic stature, including a ‘medium elite’ comprising land-holders and artisans working in more than 100 trades: leather-workers, metal-workers, wood-workers, shoemakers, locksmiths, food preparers, providers of animals, doctors, money-changers, etc. These relatively well-off laypeople had considerably more cultural agency than Toubert’s model permits. They participated in the Reform independently from the ecclesiastical factions emphasized by art historians; pious Romans like Beno and Maria were inspired to contribute to the betterment of their churches by an ‘ideal of post-apostolic sanctity’ rather than by political allegiances.36

The important book by Tommaso di Carpegna Falconieri on the medieval Roman clergy (2002) is equally disruptive of the top-down paradigm. In contrast to the common but oversimplified view of the clergy as a social unit whose views and behavior mirrored the pope’s, di Carpegna Falconieri detailed the emergence of a split between clerics who served the pope and the ‘urban clergy’ who ministered to the congregations of titular basilicas like San Clemente. He showed that the cardinal-presbyters assigned to the 28 tituli ceased to perform liturgical and administrative duties in those churches in the second half of the eleventh century, as they were progressively absorbed into the papal administration. As busy at the Lateran or sent out of Rome as legates, cardinals left their title-churches in the charge of archpriests, who controlled their ministry and finances with little oversight. These priests and lesser clergy formed a loosely political block that sometimes took the side of the so-called anti-popes, notably in the case of Wibert of Ravenna (1084–1100), who ruled Rome as Pope Clement III in the time of Gregory VII (d. 1085), Victor III (d. 1087), Urban II (d. 1099), and Paschal II. Urban priests resisted the efforts of Reform popes to change their lifestyle by requiring them to renounce marriage and private property. Di Carpegna Falconieri traced these efforts to a ‘pre-Reform’ moment in the
first half of the eleventh century, when communities of independent priests began to be replaced by secular canons living according to the *Institutio canonicorum Aquisgranensis* promulgated in 816.\(^{31}\) In 1059 this rule was proclaimed to be too lax, and Popes Alexander II and Gregory VII tried to impose the stricter rule of canons regular, who lived like monks. According to di Carpegna Falconieri, they had little lasting success, and most of the urban clergy of Rome continued to observe the Rule of Aachen at the turn of the twelfth century.\(^{32}\) Under the Aachen Rule they did give up marriage but continued to possess property.

Di Carpegna Falconieri’s picture of a cardinalate disengaged from its local title-churches and potentially at odds with the urban clergy presents an obvious challenge to Toubert’s scenario for the paintings in San Clemente. Pursuing a line of interpretation suggested by Pace and di Carpegna Falconieri, Lila Yawn (2012) demonstrated that the San Clemente murals could easily have had a pro-Clementine rather than a Gregorian intention, reasoning that it is impossible to determine which faction controlled the church in the decade 1084-1093, and the rhetoric on both sides is so similar that it could have been written by ‘monozygotic twins’.\(^{33}\) Although she cautioned that ‘attempting to discern the politics of the putative designers of an undocumented painting cycle on the basis of the cycle’s iconography impresses me as […] a game of historiographically induced preconceptions, self-projection, and cognitive chance’, Yawn in fact made a convincing circumstantial case that not only the murals, but the entire lower church of San Clemente were so strongly attached to the memory of the homonymous anti-pope that Cardinal Anastasius, who took San Clemente as his title church in or before 1102, was obliged to demolish and bury it under the church that exists today.\(^{34}\)

It is not my purpose in this article to denigrate the work of Hélène Toubert. She was an outstanding scholar who almost single-handedly pushed the study of Roman art in the eleventh
and twelfth centuries into a new and remarkably productive era. Nearly fifty years out, many of her discoveries, insights, and conclusions are still valid. Like all of us, however, she was a product of her time, as was her approach to art history. She largely adhered to Erwin Panofsky’s method of iconography, which – although resistance to it was beginning to build up – was still ‘state-of-the-art’ when she wrote in the 1970s. Panofsky’s method fits well with the top-down understanding of history, because it assumes a hierarchical mode of communication in which the artist instills meaning in a visual object, and the viewer is obliged to decipher it. The ‘correct’ meaning is the one the artist intended the viewer to see. Today, when many historians are less interested in the intentions of leading individuals than in the horizontal nexus of forces that fosters social and cultural movement from below, new art historical models are in order. With due respect for all it has done for us, it is time to rewrite the narrative of the renouveau. To the piecemeal process of rewriting that is already underway, I will here offer two suggestions for new chapters. One follows the line of scholars like Claussen and Romano, who have attempted to clarify the precise relation between clerical Reform and the production of art. The second treats the problem of authorship.

*Art and the Gregorian Reform: a Case Study*

For scholars of architecture, the touchstone of the Reform/renouveau has been the church of St. Benedict at Montecassino, magnificently rebuilt by Abbot Desiderius in the 1060s.Decorated by artists imported from Constantinople, the basilica embodied a self-proclaimed revival of art forms (notably bronze casting and wall and pavement mosaic) forgotten by *magistra Latinitas*, and its elevation with a continuous transept (as reconstructed by Kenneth John Conant) was thought to recreate the Constantinian elevation of St. Peter’s basilica in Rome. Krautheimer
maintained that Desiderius’s revivalist project inspired the transept basilicas that represent the *renovatio* in Rome itself, San Crisogono and Santa Maria in Trastevere.\(^{38}\) For historians of monumental art the touchstone is San Clemente, where both the lower-church murals and the upper-church apse mosaic are thought to have been inspired by Montecassino as well, with an infusion of decorative motifs from the local storehouse of antiquities. Manuscript illumination, though not neglected, has not been fully integrated into the narrative of Reform/renouveau based on the monumental arts, even though one genre in particular – the Giant (or ‘Atlantic’) Bibles – was wholly bound up with the Reform. In this section, I will argue that the lessons of recent scholarship on the Giant Bibles are useful for reconsidering the relation between art-making and the Reform. My case is based on the example of Santa Maria in Trastevere, where the Reform is clearly documented in 1065, eighty years before the making of the transept basilica and apse mosaic held by some to be its material expression. The eleventh-century artworks made for the basilica do not sit comfortably within the prevailing master narrative, but they do show characteristics of the piecemeal production of the Giant Bibles.

For much of the twentieth century, the ‘monstrous’ Bibles (up to .6 m tall, .4 m. wide, and weighing up to 25 kg) were considered the quintessential example of Reform-driven art.\(^{39}\) Thought to have been planned and promoted by Pope Gregory VII and produced in a single scriptorium at the Lateran, the Bibles were meant to disseminate an authoritative new edition of the Bible, attributed by some to the pope’s friend Peter Damian (d. 1072).\(^{40}\) More recent research has shown that this model is far too simple. It is true that the Bibles conform to a standard type: written in double columns in a deliberately deracinated Caroline minuscule, unlike the *romanesca* prevalent in contemporary Roman scriptoria, and decorated with initials in a distinctive style dubbed ‘geometric’ by E. B. Garrison. Figural illuminations recall early
Christian exemplars like the fifth-century frescoes in St. Paul’s basilica, as well as Carolingian intermediaries like the oversized Bible presented to Pope John VIII by Emperor Charles the Bald in 875, and later given to St. Paul’s by Gregory VII. Despite these generic resemblances, however, careful study of eleventh-century Bibles has shown that they do not contain a single edition of the Bible text, nor can they be traced to a single scriptorium. It has not been possible to identify an antigraph of the text nor to establish stemmata of the illustrations. Guy Lobrichon posited only a guiding impulse to produce a Bible suited to liturgical use, while the text underwent three phases of editing between 1050 and 1100. Paleographers have observed that variations in the order of the Biblical books correspond to a mode of production in which multiple scribes – as many as 15 in one case – worked on a single Bible simultaneously. This observation has led to differing interpretations. On the one hand, Noemi Larocca attributed six early Bibles to a single, strictly regimented scriptorium designed for the serial production of a ‘specific edition’, without taking account of Lobrichon’s three editorial phases, all of which are represented in her sample. At another extreme, Lila Yawn envisaged ‘fluid assemblies’ of independent scribes coordinated by ‘literate middlemen’ and brought together in various locales as commissions for the Bibles arose. Lobrichon similarly invoked ‘project managers’ (maîtres d’œuvre) and commanditaires in connection with individual books, as well as ‘heads of workshops’ (maîtres des ateliers), ‘leaders of the Reform’ who were responsible for the dissemination of the books, and ‘inventors’ (concepteurs) who conceived the Giant Bible in the abstract.

With scholarship on the Giant Bibles still in flux, the lessons to be drawn from it were nicely summed up by Emma Condello in 2005. The intention to make a new edition of the Bible emerged around mid-century, but for various reasons, including the fact that the books went into
production immediately, their hasty distribution, and the rapid unfolding of the Reform itself, the edition was never definitively completed.\textsuperscript{48} The appearance of the books – the choice of the script, the sobriety of the decoration and the deliberate lack of luxury – was in keeping with their purpose to provide a readable and authoritative text for the Reform ideal of the communal reading of Scripture. The Bibles were not imposed by Rome as models but ‘offered themselves spontaneously for imitation’ by virtue of their ‘intrinsic value’.\textsuperscript{49} The classicizing appearance of the script is a side effect of the primary intention, which was to appear traditional and universal.\textsuperscript{50}

The only artifacts that can be securely connected to the reform of Santa Maria in Trastevere are also books. Although far more modest than the Giant Bibles, they were similarly intended to facilitate Reform ideals of community through the provision of texts. Like the Bibles, they were made strictly for clerics. They were not commissioned by the reigning pope or titular cardinal but were most likely made by the canons for their own use. Features of their execution suggest some commonalities with the mode of production of the Giant Bibles.

The book that signals the reform of the community of Santa Maria in Trastevere is now in the British Library (Add. 14801). It contains a version of the Hieronymian Martyrology (fols. 5-44) and the \textit{Institutio canonicorum Aquisgranensis} (fols. 45-205).\textsuperscript{51} Although the history of the manuscript before its purchase from a London bookdealer in 1844 is unknown, there is ample evidence that it was made for Santa Maria in Trastevere. Entries in the martyrology mention that church specifically, and the notice of the feast of Pope Callixtus I (217-223), who was venerated as the basilica’s first founder, is especially elaborate.\textsuperscript{52} The martyrology is dated by the entries for 25 March, which begins ‘In Jerusalem our Lord Jesus Christ was crucified’, and 27 March, the Resurrection.\textsuperscript{53} The only years in the eleventh century when Easter fell on 27 March were
1065 and 1076. The entry for 22 May – a Sunday in both years – records the dedication of Santa Maria in Trastevere ‘by the hand of Pope Alexander, with four bishops, two cardinals, and the entire schola of the Lateran’. Since Alexander II died in 1073, the dedication probably occurred in 1065, and the book was produced the same year. It was written in a ‘very typical’ Roman minuscule (minuscola romanesca) by a single scribe. Many hands added notes in the margins of the martyrology between 1091 and the fifteenth century, indicating that the book remained in use at Santa Maria in Trastevere for hundreds of years. It probably was taken away or sold sometime before the eighteenth century, since the learned students of Santa Maria’s history of that era, Pietro Moretti (fl. 1730-1750) and Pier Luigi Galletti (d. 1790), seem not to have known it.

In addition to the presence of the Aachen Rule for canons, Add. 14801 has other hallmarks of the Reform. The martyrology (calendar) conforms to Pierre Jounel’s observation that Roman calendars of the second half of the eleventh century contain many more popes than the early Christian original, a development that he attributed to Pope Gregory VII, possibly even before he was pope. The SMiT calendar contains nearly every pope from Peter to Innocent I (401-417), as well as selected fifth-, sixth-, and seventh-century popes, one eighth-century pope (Gregory II, 715-731), and one contemporary pope (Gregory VI, 1045-1046). The text of the Carolingian Rule exhibits alterations mandated by the Lateran synods of Nicholas II in 1059 and Alexander II in 1063. The obvious implication is that the manuscript was written in conjunction with the reform of the basilica’s clergy, which concluded with the consecration by Pope Alexander II. Almost immediately, the pope appointed as titular cardinal the distinguished Reformer Giovanni Minuto (1066-1073).
If its few decorated initials give Add. 14801 ‘a certain solemnity’ (Fig. 1), it is plain compared to the other eleventh-century survivor of the chapter’s library, a Gospel book also now in the British Library (Add. 6156). Its miniatures were published in 1985 by Jonathan Alexander, who observed that the compendium of Gospel lections at the beginning, which includes readings for stations ‘ad sanctam Mariam transtiberim’ on the second Thursday of Lent and the Sunday after the feast of Pope Callixtus I (14 October), indicates that the book was made for that church. Although she was unable to study the manuscript closely, on the basis of photographs Paola Supino Martini opined that its ‘calligraphic’ Roman minuscule is very similar to that of Add. 14801, which she believed could have been made at Santa Maria in Trastevere. Alexander judged that the Evangelist portraits are compatible with a date in the late eleventh or very early twelfth century. He noted that the portraits are ‘in essentials identical’: all four seated in profile to the right with a lectern rising between their knees. He attributed the images to two artists: one who drew Matthew (Fig. 2), Mark, and Luke; and a second, ‘clearly problematic’ artist responsible for John (Fig. 3). He struggled to find clear parallels for the style of either artist, finally concluding that they ‘are likely to have used … an 11th-century Gospels as a model and perhaps one from north France or Flanders.’

In addition to the possible (mis)use of an unfamiliar model, the peculiarities of the illuminations in the SMiT Gospels might be explained by a mode of production in line with Lila Yawn’s account of the making of the Giant Bibles. As mentioned above, she proposed that many of the Bibles were produced by ‘ad hoc scribal teams’ organized by ‘master scribes or middlemen’, some of whom also did painting. The scribes were not trained as painters and their work often betrays the lack of a painter’s expertise. The signs of a scribe-painter include irregular outlines of painted initials, asymmetries in shapes, and pigments that spill over borders.
to invade adjoining fields.\textsuperscript{70} All of these traits are conspicuous in the initial I that accompanies the portrait of John in the SMiT Gospels, and they also occur in the L on the page with the more accomplished St. Matthew. A scenario that would explain these features is this: the manuscript was written at Santa Maria in Trastevere by a canon-\textit{scriptor} who created the illuminated initials and left spaces for the addition of the portraits. A painter was engaged to make the portraits but left after drawing only three. The scribe then tried his own hand at the fourth, and he or another inexperienced painter added the colors.

A similar process was followed, with better results, in a Gospel Book now in the Biblioteca Malatestiana in Cesena, produced in Rome and dated 1104 by an inscription.\textsuperscript{71} The book was written in Roman minuscule leaving space for decorated initials, which were then added by the scribe.\textsuperscript{72} A painter was brought in to make a full-page presentation scene (Fig. 4). His skillful monochromatic drawing shows lay donors, male and female, standing on either side of Christ enthroned and accompanied by St. John the Baptist and a deacon saint, perhaps the titular saints of the church or monastery for which the book was made.\textsuperscript{73} Another layman, who may be the scribe or the \textit{maître d’œuvre}, kneels proffering the book at Christ’s feet.\textsuperscript{74} The miniature is especially interesting because of the close resemblance of the donors to the figures of Beno and Maria in San Clemente, noted by Garrison and recently elaborated by Gaia Elisabetta Unfer Verre (Fig. 5).\textsuperscript{75} The Cesena manuscript illustrates not only the combination of scribe-painters and what might be called professionals, but also the possibility that professional painters worked across media and at large and small scale. The manuscript also demonstrates that ‘medium elite’ laypeople might finance a fine book.

The reform of Santa Maria in Trastevere evidently did not entail rebuilding, as archaeological research under the pavement of the present basilica revealed that the lower wall of
the original fourth-century apse was still standing when Pope Innocent II leveled the site to make his own church in 1141. There may have been significant repairs, however, in line with Claussen’s posited phase of *restauratio* in the decades before 1100. The original basilica would have been 700 years old around 1050. Parts of it had fallen in already in the ninth century, and Popes Leo IV (847-855) and Benedict III (855-858) had to shore up the apse. The Carolingian repairs may themselves have needed restoration in the eleventh century. In addition, if the ‘pretty dwellings’ of the monastery erected by Pope Gregory IV (827-844) ‘by the side of the basilica’ were still usable, they would have been renovated for the canons.

A marble doorframe now in the wall of the north aisle may have been part of the basilica’s *restauratio*. The present door was made in the sixteenth century, reusing three blocks carved with medieval reliefs (Fig. 6). Two more blocks were discovered by Alessandro Zuccari in 1991 in the remains of a different door in the façade of the nearby oratory of Maria Santissima Addolorata, also on the north side of the church. The five extant blocks comprise left and right jambs decorated with inhabited vine scrolls, and a lintel on which a more stylized vine creates regular roundels framing floral motifs and, in the center, two bust images of angels flanking an orant female in queenly regalia, presumably the Virgin Mary (Figs. 7-8). The monolithic jambs were carved on the lateral faces of ancient fluted Corinthian pilasters, which were turned into the wall in reuse (Fig. 9). The size of the door originally framed by the extant pieces would have been at least 2.74 m. wide by 3.76 m. high. Zuccari supposed that the fragments found in the entrance to the oratory of the Addolorata were in situ, and that the oratory was originally constructed in the twelfth century by Pope Innocent II. It cannot be ruled out, however, that the jambs found in 1991 were already in secondary use in the oratory and had been moved there from somewhere else, possibly the pre-twelfth-century church.
The reused blocks are not easily datable by style. Gioia Bertelli, the first to study them closely, proposed a tenth-century date for the lintel but a late eleventh- or twelfth-century date for the jambs, where she found a ‘totally different flavor’. Other scholars believe the lintel and jambs are contemporary, dating them anywhere from the late tenth to the mid-twelfth century. Most recently Karin Einaudi, who examined the blocks after they were cleaned and restored in 1995, affirmed that they are homogeneous, albeit by different hands. She favors a date in the second half of the eleventh century, possibly at the time of the consecration by Pope Alexander II.

The portal fragments can be compared to a group of similar reliefs that includes the dismantled doorframe of Sant’Apollinare now in the Vatican Grottoes, pieces of a doorframe reused as a frieze in the prothyron of the entrance to Santa Pudenziana, and fragments of a doorframe reused as a step in San Giovanni a Porta Latina, as well as the so-called ‘porta speciosa’ of the monastery church of Grottaferrata. These marble frames are decorated with clipeate images and inhabited rinceaux that suggest antique models like the spoliate pilasters reused in the chapel of Pope John VII (705-707) in St. Peter’s. The reliefs differ in style and quality, and none is precisely dated. Corrado Fratini argued from the epigraphy of their inscriptions that the blocks from Sant’Apollinare and the frieze at Santa Pudenziana (Fig. 10) are contemporary with the frescoes in the lower church of San Clemente. He dated them to the pontificate of Gregory VII and proposed that their inscriptions and iconography reflect the ‘first phase’ of the Reform. The carving of the frame at Santa Maria in Trastevere is less accomplished than these examples. In style it is more like the ‘gradino’ in San Giovanni a Porta Latina; typologically, it resembles the ‘porta speciosa’ at Grottaferrata, made just after 1100.
according to Valentino Pace. Both doorframes are often compared to the inhabited rinceaux on the main door of Salerno cathedral, which was consecrated in 1084.

Although not standardized like the Giant Bibles, the numerous new doorframes may also have been an effect of the Reform. The church door is a highly charged point of passage. As St. Augustine told the newly baptized: ‘There are two doors: the door of paradise and the door of the church; through the door of the church we enter the door of paradise’. The door is Christ (John 10:7-9: ‘I am the door: by me if any man enter in he shall be saved’). An inscription in the upper fillet of the frieze over the door at Santa Pudenziana reiterates this traditional symbolism: ‘O You! who wish to come to life’s repose / Look! an entrance is open if you have sincerely turned back / He who is the way, the guide, the door-keeper summons / Promising joys and forgiving all faults’. The hailing of a passerby is ironic, since the inscription is too small to be read from the ground; but it expresses the intention of the portal to attract attention. This door especially welcomed those who had ‘turned back’ from sin. Calling out to reformed Christians, a new doorframe might also have signaled the presence of a spiritually renewed church within.

Like the Giant Bibles, the doorframes follow a common idea but are diverse in execution. Despite their generic similarity in the evocation of classical ornamental motifs, especially the inhabited vine scroll, the reliefs are diverse stylistically and in techniques of carving. The many variations suggest the lack of an established practice of figural sculpture in Rome in the mid-eleventh century. When a demand for such sculpture arose, it was met by enterprising local craftsmen, perhaps inspired by the outsider, ‘John of Venice’, who signed the portal of Santa Maria in Cosmedin before the Reform was underway. Stefano Riccioni called these works a dialectical ‘series of events’, which despite their diversity, led to a single result, the renewal of ‘visual language’. He described these artistic events as mirroring the dialectical unfolding of the
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Reform itself, ‘which was not the result of a pre-established project and had no single root’. Riccioni’s description may be generally true, but in the specific case of sculpture it seems that the dialectic did not achieve its final synthesis. As noted by Claussen, the demand for figural sculpture abruptly ceased after around 1100, when the distinctive aniconic work of the Roman *marmorarii* (the so-called Cosmati) took hold. Claussen wondered if we should call this brief burst of figural sculpture ‘Ghibertine’, since much of it occurred in the decades when Wibert (Clement III) was dominant in Rome.

To sum up, this case study of Santa Maria in Trastevere is a reminder that the Reform slogan *ecclesiae primitivae forma* (the model of the original church), often invoked by art historians in connection with the *renouveau paléochrétien*, was first and foremost a way of life. It denoted the *vita communis* described in the Acts of the Apostles, in which possessions were held in common and ‘as many as were owners of lands or houses sold them and brought the price of the things they sold and laid it down before the feet of the apostles’. The first priority of popes from Leo IX (1049-1054) onward was to ensure that the clergy adhered to this communal apostolic model, made more austere by the added requirements of celibacy and the rejection of any cleric whose office had been bought. Presumably the canons of Santa Maria in Trastevere met the last two criteria, while being permitted to retain ownership of private assets by adopting the Rule of Aachen.

Moral reform was not without a material aspect. Catchwords like *restaurare, instaurare, innovare, renovare, reparare* were used in a double sense, and according to various authors of the era, the renewal of the communal lifestyle should be accompanied by the repair or *renovatio* of church buildings. In central Italy, as noted above, the great exemplar of material *renovatio* was the abbey church at Montecassino. In Rome, no such spectacular rebuilding is known to
have occurred before the twelfth century.\textsuperscript{99} Desiderius himself, as titular cardinal of Santa Cecilia in Trastevere, made or renewed six relic altars in and around his \textit{titulus} between 1060, the year after his appointment, and 1080, when Pope Gregory VII dedicated the altar of the \textit{confessio}.\textsuperscript{100} He also encouraged new forms of liturgical chant, as discussed in this volume by Luisa Nardini. Yet the setting for these liturgical innovations, the Carolingian basilica, remained intact. Reasons for the absence of large-scale architectural renovations in Rome include the clerical resistance documented by di Carpegna Falconieri; the disruptions of the lengthy schism caused, according to his critics, by Pope Gregory VII; and the sheer immensity of the task.\textsuperscript{101} Even had a pope been able to reform its clerical community (as no eleventh-century pope managed to do), rebuilding the gargantuan Constantinian cathedral was out of the question.\textsuperscript{102} It was renovated only at the end of the thirteenth century by Pope Nicholas IV (1288-1292).\textsuperscript{103} The same was true of St. Peter’s, which was still tottering in the fifteenth century, and St. Paul’s, which survived with sporadic repairs into the nineteenth century. The great signature churches of Rome remained decrepit throughout the Gregorian/Ghibertine era for want of the material and technical resources needed to overhaul them.\textsuperscript{104} It was not until the twelfth century that popes undertook the restoration of even mid-scale early Christian basilicas like San Clemente and Santa Maria in Trastevere, and then largely through intermediaries in the curia. These renovations took place in a changed environment, with evidence of centralized planning and oversight lacking in the century before.\textsuperscript{105}

St. Paul’s basilica did receive a marvelous new bronze door in 1070, manufactured in Constantinople at the expense of a member of the same wealthy Amalfitan family that sponsored a similar embellishment at Montecassino (Fig. 11).\textsuperscript{106} It was a bright spot in the towering façade of the vast fourth-century basilica, but just a spot: a symbolic gesture, like the new doorframes,
altars, and paintings that marked the reform of lesser churches. Even the ostentatious renovation of Santa Cecilia, marked by high-profile altar dedications by bishops, cardinal bishops, and the pope, was piecemeal.\textsuperscript{107} In addition to the new altars, it included a beautiful new opus sectile pavement in the external Cappella del Bagno, a remnant of the early Christian insula thought to have been St. Cecilia’s abode; the gift of a Giant Bible, one of the finest eleventh-century examples of the type; and the large-scale in-house production of liturgical books.\textsuperscript{108} The renovation of Santa Cecilia may have been meant to be exemplary, but it was probably atypical. Giant Bibles were exported far and wide as symbols of the Reform, but they were almost never gifted to city churches.\textsuperscript{109} The case of Santa Maria in Trastevere, where the eleventh-century Reform produced artistic ‘events’ of relatively modest scale and quality, seems to have been more representative.

\textit{Artist, auteur}

Her initial analysis of the wall paintings and mosaics constituting the \textit{renouveau paléochrétien} led Toubert to conclude that they embody hidden meanings beyond the ken of contemporary artists. They reflect ‘the knowledge of a scholar’ – of necessity a cleric – who was the ‘author of the program’ that the artists carried out.\textsuperscript{110} Endorsing her position, Ernst Kitzinger argued the primacy of the patron as a point of method:

a patron may not only prescribe the subject content of a work of art but may also choose the artists who are to be employed, the medium they are to use, and the models they are to follow. His choices and initiatives may, and often do, reflect broader ideas … and they may affect not merely subject matter and iconography, but specifically artistic qualities, including style. In this way, “history”, through the agency of the patron, may affect the
very core of the art historical process, as was indeed the case … in the ambient of the Reform Papacy…

Toubert later revised her formulation to take account of the role of donors like Beno and Maria. This led to a triangular model for the creation of the art ‘willed’ by Reform popes and clerics, ‘a play of connections among painters, patrons and lay donors’. The relationship of patrons and donors was clarified by replacing ‘patron’ with commanditaire, from commander, ‘to order’.

Expressing a distinction elided in the English ‘patron’, commanditaire (like the Italian committente) denotes a director of the artist’s work, who may or may not also pay for it. In the case of the San Clemente frescoes the donors financed the work and determined the saints to be honored and possibly also the scenes to be depicted. The commanditaire made sure that their choices were appropriate, and then told the artists what to do: what models to follow, what significant details to include. The choices of the commanditaire revealed the general artistic and ideological orientation of the Reform clergy, and sometimes his personal preferences as well.

Although the parallel was doubtless unintended, in its own context Toubert’s model of authorship recalls the cinematic auteur theory widely discussed in France in the 1950s and 1960s. In its founding statement by François Truffaut, auteur theory advocated a cinéma des auteurs – that is, films conceived by directors who wrote their own screenplays – over the predominant French genre of films adapted from literary works by scriptwriters. Unlike scriptwriters, who saw the essence of the film in the plot and for whom directors were merely ‘framers’ (metteurs en scène), auteurs understood the unique, extra-literary potential of their medium. Truffaut’s polemic was controversial. The critic André Bazin noted that it aligned film with arts like literature and painting, in which there is an equivalence between ‘author’ and ‘work’. He questioned whether this model is appropriate to filmmaking, an enterprise with so
many participants and variables that identifying a single author might not be possible. In fact, the auteur was a discursive construct that subsumed the work of other agents – actors, cinematographers, scriptwriters, etc. – under a single name. Auteurism had its heyday in the 1960s. In the U.S., the critic Andrew Sarris advocated it as a ‘critical device’ that focused attention on certain criteria of value: technical competence, personality, and ‘interior meaning’ (‘extrapolated from the tension between a director’s personality and his material’). Directors embraced it as a means of asserting their individuality in an increasingly corporatized environment.

Many aspects of auteur theory, including its capitalist context, its emphasis on the expression of subjective individuality, and the conflation of the auteur with the Modernist conception of the self-expressive artist, are manifestly irrelevant to the middle ages. Yet there are also fundamental similarities with Toubert’s model of the clerical author or commanditaire, notably the premise of the author’s control over all aspects of the project, the subordination of other contributors to the singular vision of the author, and the function of the author for the modern interpreter as a ‘critical device’. The device of the learned author enabled Toubert to apply the Panofskyan method of iconographic analysis, which assumes the unified intention of an artist or patron. Without this device, the interpreter confronts the possibility of multiple intentions that do not coalesce into a program. Toubert acknowledged this alternative (‘it is … possible that our mosaicist … copied the motifs contained in his models without a precise iconographic intention’), but she rejected it in favor of the ‘thought’ of a single planner, for whom every detail of the composition had a specific symbolic meaning that contributed to the unified concept of the whole.
Today’s scholars tend to accord greater agency to artists and donors. Serena Romano, in particular, elevated the status of the painters at San Clemente to a point of near-equality with the author of the ‘program’, ascribing their many pictorial innovations to the ‘sole mind’ of the lead painter, ‘an artist in the deepest and most complex sense of the word’, whose work exhibits imagination, inventiveness, emotional expression, and a capacity for narrative that ‘almost comes out of the blue’. Romano positioned the lay donors as committenti and described them as the ‘go-between’ (tramite) who mediated the intention and ecclesiastical knowledge embedded in the program and ‘the occasion of staging it.’ The ‘intention’ was that of the titular cardinal, who is thus – as for Toubert – in the role of commanditaire. Valentino Pace, on the other hand, claimed more agency for the donors, arguing that they, as devotees of St. Clement and grateful for his protection of their little son (puerulus Clemens), dictated the subjects of the paintings and conceived them as representations of their own devotion (‘as if it were exclusive to them’), even if their choices were subject to the guidance of a ‘spiritual counselor’ who may have asked them to undertake the project and suggested the scenes to be depicted. This last provision retains the role of the commanditaire, albeit in diminished form. Pace’s emphasis on the piety of the donors was echoed robustly by Wickham, who claimed that analysts of the frescoes ‘have almost universally gone wrong’ in attributing the guiding hand to the cardinal-priest Rainerio (later Pope Paschal II) – or any cardinal. Contextualizing the commission in the manifestations of lay piety seen elsewhere in Italy at the time, Wickham argued for a habit of lay patronage that would not have needed the guidance or organization of a cleric; ‘which is to say, lay piety and church politics operate on wholly different levels, and we must avoid linking them at all tightly’. Kirstin Noreen had previously stressed the initiative and potential independence of lay donors in painting the walls of the extramural church of Sant’Urbano alla Caffarella.
Historically, there is considerably more evidence for lay patronage of churches in eleventh-century Rome than there is for the involvement of cardinals. Some of this evidence, like ‘donor’ portraits, is direct, and some is circumstantial. I counted 70 Roman churches whose names first appear in documents of the tenth and eleventh centuries, many of which bear the names of families, individuals, and artisanal groups or *scola*. These churches presumably were built, maintained, and decorated by their lay founders, so laypeople in the eleventh century were accustomed to playing decisive roles in the material life of their churches. The same would have been less true of cardinals. Donors who aspired to undertake embellishments of a titular basilica must have had to obtain permission from the officiating clergy, but as demonstrated by di Carpegna Falconieri, this would likely have meant dealing with an archpriest, not a cardinal. The archpriest and the community of canons had charge of the material and financial aspects of their churches. Cardinals like Atto of San Marco, discussed by William North in his important contribution to this volume, oversaw the canons’ liturgical practice and instructed them, but on purely practical grounds it is implausible that they oversaw artistic decoration. Only a very useless cardinal would have had the time to stand around his title church supervising painters or mosaicists. The canons, on the other hand, were there every day. As intermediaries between the hyperliterate members of the curia and the people, canons could have served as the ‘spiritual counselors’ posited by Valentino Pace.

Instead of the triangular *auteur* model, with the *commanditaire* at the apex directing the program to be carried out by donors and artists, we might imagine something like a knot, in which the intentions of donors, artists, and clergy are entwined. A project originates in the desire of one or more parties — of the canons to beautify their church, of the donors to display their devotion, of the artists to exercise their skills — and evolves to satisfy all of them as well as
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possible. The product is refined through repeated conversations and exchanges of expertise, as all parties can meet on-site repeatedly. In such a model, the program of a work is not imposed beforehand from above but *comes about* in a dynamic manner as the project unfolds. Such a collaborative ‘coming about’ is most possible when – as in the case of the San Clemente frescoes – the social hierarchy of the participants is relatively flat. Donors and painters were both of Wickham’s medium elite artisanal class, and the canons, though of the clerical elite, had a pastoral mission that fostered familiarity with their lay parishioners. Collaborative production – like any negotiation – may have entailed struggles for the direction of the project. Intentions may have clashed, or they may have been perfectly complementary. The cardinal may have intervened if he noticed problematic deviations from standard iconography. Procedures and outcomes are more variable and much less predictable than the *auteur* model allows. In my view, the collaborative model is better suited to the interpretation of much medieval art, especially monumental art, but not always. In Rome it does not even carry over to the twelfth century, when the papal administration seems to have deliberately discouraged lay participation in church building and decoration, and Toubert’s notion of a ‘directed art’ is more appropriate.130

*Conclusion*

In closing I want first to reiterate that this essay was not conceived, nor is it intended to be read as a disparagement of the scholarship of Hélène Toubert. On the contrary, it is a call to all art historians to rise to her standard of self-consciousness and clarity about art historical method and its assumptions, even as we reevaluate those assumptions in light of the latest scholarship of our own day. With Barral i Altet, I suggest a ‘pause’ in what has become a reflexive recourse to
Toubert’s assumptions about cause and effect, in which Reform was a cause and art works largely an effect.

I have suggested that in the case of Santa Maria in Trastevere, the artistic effects of the reform of a clerical community were much more modest than the brilliant and imposing basilica constructed for the distant successors of those clerics 75 years later. The eleventh-century artifacts that can be associated with the reform comprise two books and possibly one marble doorframe. The books were produced in-house by scribes with the participation of a traveling painter. The doorframe is generically related to several other such marble portals made around the same time by a motley group of artisans. Though only one example, the case of Santa Maria in Trastevere tends to confirm Claussen’s conception of the eleventh century in Rome as a distinct era of artistic production and art historical research.131

I have also proposed a new model of authorship, in which laypeople and lesser clergy have an agency not accorded them in the top-down model centered on popes and cardinals. Well suited to the standardized, didactic, and glamorous marble ornament and mosaics of the twelfth century, the top-down model does not do justice to the lively and artistically uneven art of the eleventh. I would suggest that it is precisely the participation of lay donors and ‘undirected’ artists that makes eleventh-century artwork distinctive. In accord with Wickham’s emphasis on lay piety as a driving force, we might say that Reform ideals articulated by popes, antipopes, and the curia permeated the religious culture of the city and – like the text and apparatus of the Giant Bibles – ‘offered themselves for imitation’ to lesser clergy and laypeople. It was the enthusiasm of the latter that drove a demand for material expression that local craftsmen were not immediately prepared to satisfy. The ensuing scramble prompted developments in expertise that in the case of figural sculpture never reached fruition. The eleventh-century chapter of Roman art
history was left incomplete. The exception is wall painting, whether because painters had more opportunities to exercise their craft, or because the geniuses of San Clemente truly ‘came out of the blue’.132

Not discussed here is a feature of the Reform that has dominated the attention of art historians in the wake of Toubert, namely the political struggle with secular rulers over the right to appoint bishops and archbishops and to invest them with the insignia of their office. Highlighted by contemporary chroniclers, this aspect of the Reform was of great significance to the papacy, and art historians have tended to assimilate art-making to the ‘papal grand narrative’ by assuming that instances of renouveau in painting, sculpture, and architecture encode political claims and messages related to papal politics. Francesco Gandolfo has been a somewhat lonely critic of this tendency, objectsing that there is absolutely no independent evidence that eleventh-century popes had a ‘politics of art’.133

A methodological hypothesis that sees a necessary, indissoluble connection between manifestations of Roman artistic classicism in the eleventh-twelfth centuries and the reformed Church cannot be generally applied. The enthusiastic adherence to such a line of interpretation, set out a few decades ago and immediately perceived as a kind of liberating panacea, in the sense that an art of the Reform … can finally be sought, case by case, in programs of decoration and their historical and cultural motivations… should subside.134

Gandolfo was careful to note that the reflexive recourse to ideological explanations was not a fault of Hélène Toubert, who was more careful, but of her followers.135 He advocates a more complex and ‘slippery’ model of interpretation, which takes the return to antique and early Christian art forms as a matter of taste and fidelity to the artistic tradition of Rome. Similarly,
Serena Romano described the *renouveau paléochrétien* in painting as a ‘conscious *ripescaggio*’ of appropriate models from the past.\(^{136}\) A synonym of another untranslatable Italian word, *riproporre* (‘to repropose’), *ripescare* also connotes fishing. Intentionally or not, Romano’s description evokes the image of artists and patrons fishing in the vast sea of the Roman artistic heritage, reeling in ingredients for their own *chefs d’oeuvre*. *Ripescaggio* is a much less tidy interpretive model than that of the predictable ideological program. For that very reason, it seems to me that it may be closer to the reality of art-making, especially, but not only, in eleventh-century Rome.
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